The polynomial approach t o minimax frequency domain optimization of m u l t i v a r i a b l e feedback h a s been s u c c e s s f u l l y a p p l i e d t o t h e mixed s e n s i t i v i t y problem t o improve robustness and d i s t u r b a n c e r e j e c t i o n . The purpose of t h i s paper is t o extend t h e polynomial e q u a l i z i n g approach t o what has been c a l l e d &per-optimization, a h i e r a r c h i c a l process f o r minimizing n o t only t h e l a r g e s t , b u t a l l t h e s i n g u l a r v a l u e s . I t is not d i f f i c u l t t o f i n d examples where t h i s i s of g r e a t relevance f o r f u r t h e r improvement o f the q u a l i t y and robustness of t h e c o n t r o l .
SUMMARY
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NOTATION

We begin by introducing some general d e f i n i t i o n s and n o t a t i o n t o be used throughout t h i s paper. For a n mxn matrix A over t h e complex numbers C l e t [A] -
where AH is t h e conjugate transpose of A .
Denote by s , ( A ) , i -1 , 2, 3 , . . . . , n , t h e i-th l a r g e s t s i n g u l a r value of
A (counting m u l t i p l i c i t i e s ) , i.e. t h e i -t h l a r g e s t eigenvalue o f [A]. An eigenvector of [A] corresponding t o such an eigenvalue is s a i d t o be a r i g h t s i n g u l a r v e c t o r of
A. Let Cmxn be t h e space of a11 complex mxn m a t r i c e s . For each p o s i t i v e i n t e g e r k s n we denote by rr(F:k) be t h e k-tuple o(F:k) -( u , ( F ) , , . . , o k ( F ) ) . mxn b. INTRODUCTION 
Introduce on i t t h e norm
[
t i o n s F from t h e imaginary a x i s U t o Can such t h a t t h e f u n c t i o n w --+ IF(iw)I belongs t o Zp. We assume t h a t t h e following norm is used on
The mixed s e n s i t i v i t y oroblem
Consider t h e m u l t i v a r i a b l e l i n e a r feedback c o n t r o l system f a s i n Fig. 1 , with t h e p l a n t r e p r e s e r t e d by t h e t r a n s f e r matrix H. The p l a n t is c o n t r o l l e d by t h e compensator with t r a n s f e r matrix G . The s i g n a l r is t h e r e f e r e n c e s i g n a l , t h e s i g n a l d a d i s t u r b a r c e and y t h e c o n t r o l l e d o u t p u t . V , U, and W, a r e r a t i o n a l weighting m a t r i c e s . F i g . 1. Feedback system c o n f i g u r a t i o n .
A polynomial approach t o minimax frequency domain o p t i m i z a t i o n of t h i s system has been i-reated e x t e n s i v e l y i n Kwakernaak3. Since our purpose is t o extendl t h e s e i d e a s t o what is sometimes c a l l e d
super-optimization, we make t h e same assumptions about t h e system as i n t h e e a r l i e r work. Thus we r e q u i r e H , V , U,, and W, t o be square nxn t r a n s f e r m a t r i c e s , with H, V , V-' , W, and W, proper ( . e . , V i s b i p r o p e r ) . Using coprime f a c t o r i z a t i o n s we w r i t e By minimizing (1.3) good disturbance attenuation and robustness may be obtained.
We observe that uZ(iw)i -sl(Z(io)). Thus we have 1 1 2 1 1 , -o,(2). Hence, minimizing (1.3) means that we minimize the least upper bound of the largest singular value of Z(iw) as w is allowed to vary over all frequencies. The remaining singular values of Z play no direct role in the optimization. Thus in general we may expect the optimal compensator to be far from unique, leaving some freedom to select the subdominating singular values. What influence do these have on the disturbance rejection and robustness? Let us look at the following diagonal case.
The diagonal cas* Consider n independent systems Yl, i -1, 2 , . + ., n, each of the form of Fig €. Let Z, be the Z matrix of Yi and d, , y, , q,, , q,,, etc., the signals related to the system 9,. By defining the signal vectors d = col(d,, ..., 4 ) , y -col(yl, .,., y,), etc., these n independent systems may be combined to a single system ;P of the same form as the subsystems Y1. The.Z matrix for the system formed by these n independent systems taken as a whole may be written as the diagonal block matrix For any system f as in Fig. 1 we define p ( Y ) -inf ( a , ( Z ) : G stabilizes the system).
Suppose that the link represented by 2, is "weaker" than the one represented by 2, and that 2, is weaker than 2,, etc., in the sense that p(;P1) 2 p ( f ' , ) Z . . . t ~(9"). Suppose that G, is an optimal compensator for 9, and for each k, k -2 , ..., n, G, is any compensator for Pk such that U,($) 5 p ( Y P 1 ) . Then certainly G -diag(G,, G,, .,., G,) is an optimal compensator for the whole system Y . Thus the compensators G,, k -2, 3 , ..., n, may be chosen freely as long as u s ( % ) 5 ~( 9 , ) for each k. However, we certainly obtain better disturbance rejection and robustness if not only the system P, is optimal, but each of the remaining subsystems Pk, k -2, . . . , n, as well. Thus it may be useful to consider a minimization of all the singular values of 2 in some hierarchical fashion. This leads to the idea of "super-optimization" of the control system. The problem has been identified by Young, who has steadily contributed to its solution (Young5i6). Other notable works( are those of Postlethwaite and Later we express C in terms of a solution R, P and Q of two polynomial matrix equations. We then say that the solution is k-optimal or super-optimal if the corresponding compensator has this property.
Class 1 optimization We recapitulate shortly the method for class 1 optimization given in 3 . The optimal compensator is found among those compensators for which Z is of the equalizing type, i.e., for which the matrix Z takes the form
for some real constant A, with I the identity matrix. where P and Q are polynomial matrices to be determined. In fact, it turns out in that this is the proper way to achieve cancellation. Using this factorization of X and Y, we may rewrite 2 as
(2.3)
Given P and Q we may use spectral factorization to find a polynomial matrix R such that det(R) has no roots in the right-half plane, and
Suppose that F may be factorized as F -X-lMR.
Inserting this expression for F into (2.3) we see that Z indeed has the form Z -X ' I . Since F -DB,P + NB,Q this suggests that we try to solve the equations (2.4a) (2.4P)
for polynomial matrices P, Q, and R. The compensator required to achieve the prescribed Z then is given by
We observe that (2.4a) is linear in the unlcnowns P, Q and R, while (2.4b) is quadratic. A numerical solution technique based on the Newton-Raphson mathod has been described in for solving the equations (2.4) for an equalizing, class 1 optimal. solution. The procedure is the following.
For 1x1 -we may find a solution Rm, Pm, 12, of (2.4) such that det ( A sufficient condition for class 1 oDtimality In proving that the reduced solution P,, Q1, RI of (2.4) io class 1 optimal, P,, Q1, RI are used to construct a real rational matrix function Q , that satisfies the following lemma proved in 3 .
I.m"m 2.1. Let 0 a be non-trivial, real rat:ional, para-Hermi tian, strictly proper matrix func t ic n such that &(io) 2 0 for all real w . Suppose that
is minimized by some compensator G and that the corresponding Z satisfies Z(iw) -A21 for all 12, with A a constant. Then G also minimizes; 1 1 2 1 1 , (i.e., is class 1 optimal),
We generalize this result t o a criterion that may be used to prove class k optimality (k .. 1, 2, ..., n).
The result is given under slightly more general conditions.
-sufficient condition for the minimalitv of c , . U Consider the problem of minimizing o k ( Z ) as 2 varies over sow family 2 . No attention is payed to t:he size of the other singular values of 2 . We derrelop a sufficient condition for the minimality of uk (Z), which later on, in t k process of finding super-optimal solutions, will be used repeatedly on smaller and smaller subspaces of Z . First we need some notation.
Let 2 In this case 6 ' -0 a.e. The proof of this theorem is given in the Appendix. fiDulication of Theorem 2 . 2 to class k outimization We return to the real rational 2 of our system 9. The matrix function 0 is in the sequel assumed to be non-trivial, real rational, para-Hermitian and i.e., the matrix function 2 is class m optimal. As an example of a system where such Qk functions easily may be found consider the diagonal case in Section 1, assuming that each of the subsystems fk is one-dimensional.
we may find for each subsystem 9, 1 S k 5 m, an equalizing class 1 optimal Z, together with a Qk satisfying Lemma 2.1. It is obvious that Z of the whole system for each 0 5 k 5 m satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii) above. Thus 2 is class m optimal. For m -n we obtain super-optimality.
Using the results in Kwakernaak2 I
w U L G O R I T H M FOR C U S S k AND S UPER-OPTI_MIZATION
We intend to find optimal compensators G that nake Z take the form 2 -Afa:a,, (3.1) i-1 where each A, is a real constant and (a i ) i n_ is an orthonormal independent set of stable rational row vectors. By this we mean that for each w we have the orthoncirmali ty condition for each i -1, 2 , .., n the row vector a, has all its poles in Re(s) C 0 .
For each i the positive number A T is the i-th singular value of Z(iw) and a : a corresponding right singular vector. We briefly outline a procedure for finding a class k optimal or even super-optimal compensator.
Step 1 (class 1 solution). Calculate a class 1 optimal solution P,, QI, R, together with i t real rational matrix function Q, as described in section 2. Let pl be the corresponding minimal va:.ue of
o , ( Z ) .
is constructed to satisfy the sufficient condition of Lemma 2.4. It may be chosen to have the form where A1 is a rational row vector, i.e. Q, is of rank 1. (For details see 3 ) .
S t e p ;
? (class 2 solution). Choose an orthonorrial set tazi):;-l of stable real rational row vectors wtth aZ1 -A,,/$, where $ is a real rational function satisfying AIAl -$ $. The first subscript in aZi is the step number of the algorithm. Since the row vector azl is used in all the remaining steps, we also denote it by al instead of azl. Let el be the minimal value of ul(Z) obtained in step 1. We now restrict the family Z of possible Z to the set of all 2 of the form * * (3.5b)
Suppose that (3.5) has a solution P, Q, R such that det(R) has all its roots in Re(s) < 0 . Then F -M h R has all roots in Re(s) < 0 . Let the compensator G be defined by (2.2), Substitution of (3.5) into (2.1)
shows that the corresponding Z has the form (3.3).
This suggests that we try to solve (3.5) to obtain compensators giving Z the desired form.
For X -p, we may use the class 1 optimal solution P, , Q, , R, to obtain a starting solution of (3.5) as follows. By matrix fraction conversion we may find &: E, such that Rl% -&R,. Let P, -Q . -Q1&. Then P,, Q,, R, is a solution. 
lets 2 have the form (3.6). Thus we proceed by trying to solve (3.7).
For X -p2 we may use the class 2 optimal solution P,, Q z , R2 to obtain a starting solution of (3.7) as follows. By matrix fractLon conversion we may find L,: R, such that bR2b -S R I . Let P, -P z b , Q, -Q 2 L 3 . Then P,, Q,, R, is a solution.
A By solving (3.7) while 1x1 is decreased from l p z l we reach, a value X -p , where some of the roots of det(R) crosses from the left-to the right-half plane (possibly via infinity). At this point the solution R, P, Q contains a common factor. Cancelling this we obtain a solution of reduced degree, i.e. one with deg(det(R))
For this solution we construct a strictly proper real rational 0, auch that in Theorem 2.2 the minimality of o,(Z) may be proved, i.e., such that ltrace(ZO,)du is minimized over Z and Range o3 S span(a,, , a3, We need two preliminary results. Integrating we obtain But because of (A.6) equality must hold throughout in 
